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EDITORS’
CHOICE

Easy install for you, upgraded features and 
convenient comfort for your customers.

  CONTRACTOR-ON-CALL
The Sensi app stores your contact information so 
when your customer needs service, you’re just a 
tap away. Register at sensiregistration.com.

  SAVE ABOUT 23% ON HVAC ENERGY1

By adjusting the temperature using flexible scheduling, 
remote access, and geofencing, Sensi customers 
saved about 23% on HVAC energy usage.

  SMART HOME COMPATIBLE
Compatible with smart home platforms Amazon Alexa, 
the Google Assistant, Apple HomeKit and SmartThings.

SENSI PREDICT™

Sensi Predict provides 
smart HVAC solutions

Sensi Predict alerts technicians before 
system failure, troubleshooting the issue 
so technician can “know before they go”.

  24/7/365 MONITORING OF 32 FUNCTIONS
Sensi Predict detects 80% of failures before they occur.

  10 DIAGNOSTIC SENSORS
10 custom sensors analyze the performance 
and efficiencies of HVAC systems.

  MONTHLY PERFORMANCE REPORTS
Monthly reports measure: energy usage, 
performance, operating cost and filter life.

SENSI™ MULTIPLE THERMOSTAT MANAGER

Light commercial solutions  
for simple comfort control

Sensi Multiple Thermostat Manager gives 
facility managers the power to control all 
their Sensi thermostats in one place.

  EXTENSIVE COMPATIBILITY*
Works with HVAC systems in most facilities. All customers 
need are our highly-rated Sensi Smart Thermostats. 

  CONTROL THERMOSTATS AT MULTIPLE LOCATIONS
Customers monitor and adjust all of their 
thermostats in one convenient place.

  GROUP SCHEDULING WITH BATCH OPERATIONS
Easily consolidate and customize settings across 
multiple thermostats by grouping and sorting.

  KEYPAD LOCKOUT
Perfect settings are kept on lockdown by disabling changes 
from individual thermostats or group of thermostats

* Does not work with electric baseboard heat and some other systems.
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1  Energy savings are calculated by comparing operation time for a nationwide sample of 
Sensi users with temperature adjustments averaging 4° in comparison to users with no 
adjustments. Savings vary based on equipment type/condition, insulation, climate & 
temperature adjustment size/frequency.
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